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1.  Release Summary 

Release Date: 02-May-2016 
Purpose:   Software patch release to address customer and internally found software issues. 

2.  Important Notes Before Upgrading to This Release 

 None. 

3.  Platforms Supported 

 
Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series. 

4.  Notes for Upgrade 

Please see “Release Notes for Release Notes for Avaya VSP 7000 Series Release 10.4.0, NN47202-400”,  

available at http://www.avaya.com/support for details on how to upgrade your Switch.   

 

File Names for This Release 

File Name Module or File Type File Size (bytes) 

7000_10315_diags.bin Diagnostic image 4,136,976 

7000_1041009s.img Agent software image 13,118,500 

 5.  Version of Previous Release 

Software Version 10.4.0. 

6.  Compatibility 

This software release is managed with Enterprise Device Manager (EDM). 
Avaya recommended browser is Firefox (v43 or newer). 
 
 

7.  Changes in This Release 

7.1. New Features in This Release  

 
7.1.1 Single Link LACP 
 
Single LACP link trunk means that dynamic trunks can now be formed containing a single member. They can be 
expanded to multiple link dynamic trunks by configuring LACP links with the same aggregation capabilities. 
 

Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series 
Software Release 10.4.1 
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In SMLT environment, single link SMLT over LACP is now possible without configuring SLT. The SMLT trunk will 
occupy one of the available trunks. Single link SMLT over LACP enables the user to expand the SMLT without 
bringing down the SMLT connection. 
SLT behavior is not affected in any way and configured SLT will take precedence over single link LACP which 
means that a single link dynamic trunk will not be formed while SLT is configured for the same link. 
 
7.1.2 TLSv1.2 and DSA/RSA key size 
 
TLSv1.2 support has been added in this release.   
Customers using SSL must generate a new certificate and restart the SSL service after the upgrade, in order to 
take advantage of this enhanced security. 

 
(config)#ssl certificate 
(config)#ssl reset 

 
The default RSA key size was increased from 1024b to 2048b to align with current security norms. 
The default DSA key size was increased from 512b to 1024b to align with current security norms, being the only 
value available at the moment. 

7.2 Old Features Removed From This Release 

 
The below CLI command has been removed: 
(config)#sshc dsa-key <512-1024> 

 
The default DSA key size is now 1024b. 

7.3 Problems Resolved in This Release 

 

VSP7000-692 - Logs are flooded with 'Trap: rcIsisPlsbLsdbUpdateTrap'  

 

VSP7000-693 - IST didn't come up after upgrade 

 

VSP7000-694 - Error generated from switch while exiting the SSH session 

 

VSP7000-328 - Radius Authentication for OOB Management port falls back to local after reboot 

 

VSP7000-557 - Switch rebooting with tDHCP exception 

 

VSP7000-697 - 2 unit stack under high CPU after upgrading 

 

VSP7000-555 - Slow traffic recovery after full stack or a single-unit reboot 

 

VSP7000-560 - CPU spiked up to 100% after upgrading from 10.3.3 to 10.4.0  

 

VSP7000-698 - User access credentials configuration were lost after switch upgrade 

 

VSP7000-570 – While trying to save the configuration the following error was generated: “CFG - NVRAM file 

system check: errors detected” 
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VSP7000-410 – TLS 1.2 support for Firefox (not limited to)  

 

VSP7000-569 - tSnmpd task was suspended without causing a reboot 

 

VSP7000-573 - Random ports did not learn MAC addresses of connected devices 

 

VSP7000-577 - IGMP Proxy command accepted by switch but not enabled 

 

VSP7000-599 - Link Flap alerts for out of band management port were observed after upgrade from 10.3.0 to 

10.4.0 

 

VSP7000-699 - When the switch is configured between two firewalls (with graceful restart enabled on them) and 

one of the firewalls is taken off line, OSPF neighbour state should be up between the second firewall and the 

switch and ARP/MAC should get updated accordingly. 

 

VSP7000-658 - No SSH, telnet and http access through the firewall except for ping and SNMP 

 

VSP7000-700 - Switch stopped responding to SNMPv3 GET requests after properly responding to few initial 

requests 

 

VSP7000-644 - Unable to ping VRRP VIP across SPBM 

 

VSP7000-691 - Connectivity failure when adding a new NNI connection 

 

VSP7000-440 – Could not perform Web Login after enabling TACACS 

 

VSP7000-572 - Packets getting dropped while using rear port in IST/SPB 

 

VSP7000-701 - DHCP clients on non-base Unit did not get an IP from the DHCP server when DHCP Snooping 

was enabled 

 

VSP7000-702 - Second unit in stack could not establish ISIS Adjacency when SPBM Ethertype was 0x88a8 

 

VSP7000-656 - Security vulnerability CVE-2009-3555 & CVE-2014-3566 found in CPOD solution 

 

VSP7000-678 – The daylight saving time recurring option was not working as intended 

 

VSP7000-722 - Losing SNMP response intermittently 

 

VSP7000-314 - Filtered packet counter getting incremented while getting SLPP, OSPF Hello, PIM Hello packets  

on NNI Interface 

 

VSP7000-521 - MAC addresses not properly learned on SLT link  
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VSP7000-325 - First Login attempt to EDM failed if the user had an ampersand sign in the password 

 
 

 
8. Outstanding Issues 

 

VSP7000-655 - All Fabric Attach configurations were lost when downgrading from 10.4.1 to 10.4.0. 

In case of downgrading back to 10.4.0, it is recommended to back-up Fabric Attach configuration before 

performing this operation. 

 
9. Known Limitations 

 

VSP7000-665 - After upgrading to 10.4.1, SSHC known hosts table must be deleted in order for SSHC to work for 

existing clients. 

In Mocana 6.3 the precedence of keys for SSH client is RSA and then DSA, in order to use host key sizes of 

2048. The fingerprint generated and stored in known host file after upgrade, will be the fingerprint of RSA, unlike 

10.4.0 which uses Mocana 5.7 and stores DSA fingerprint in known host file.  

This is why after upgrade, the fingerprint is not recognized in known host file, although the configuration has not 

changed. 

 
10. Documentation Corrections 

 
VSP7000-383 - When base unit resets, All IST/SMLT/SLT links go down until temp base unit takes over 

 

For other known issues, please refer to the product release notes and technical documentation available from the 
Avaya Technical Support web site at: http://www.avaya.com/support . 
 

11.  Troubleshooting 

As good practices of help for troubleshooting various issues, AVAYA recommends:  

 configuring the device to use the Simple Network Time Protocol to synchronize the device clock;  

 setting a remote logging server to capture all level logs, including informational ones. (#logging remote level 

informational). 
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